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From physiologial priniples toomputational models of the ortex
J�er�emy Fix �, Niolas Rougier, Frederi AlexandreLoria, Campus Sienti�que, BP 23954506 Vandoeuvre-l�es-nany, FraneAbstratUnderstanding the brain goes through the assimilation of an inreasing amountof biologial data going from single ell reording to brain imaging studies and be-havioral analysis. The desription of ognition at these three levels provides us witha grid of analysis that an be exploited for the design of omputational models.Beyond data related to spei� tasks to be emulated by models, eah of these lev-els also lays emphasis on priniples of omputation that must be obeyed to reallyimplement biologially inspired omputations. Similarly, the advantages of suh ajoint approah are twofold: Computational models are a powerful tool to experi-ment brain theories and assess them on the implementation of realisti tasks, suhas visual searh tasks. They are also a way to explore and exploit an original for-malism of asynhronous, distributed and adaptive omputations with suh preiousproperties as self-organisation, emergene, robustness and more generally abilitiesto ope with an intelligent interation with the world.� Corresponding author: Jeremy.Fix�Loria.frPreprint submitted to Elsevier



1 Motivations

Building models and frameworks to ompute in a biologially inspired wayis fruitful for both neurosiene and omputer siene. On one hand, it leadsto simulations that allow a better understanding of the omplex relationsbetween struture and funtion in the brain. Partiularly, it is possible to in-vestigate the validity of hypotheses onto these relations. On the other hand,this approah allows to explore a formalism of omputation that is hardly usedin omputer siene, based on distributed, asynhronous and adaptive loalautomata and to learn to master properties suh as emergene, unsupervisedlearning, multimodal proessing, robustness, et. The most ritial issue inthis proess is to get the pertinent information from neurosiene and to se-let or design the adequate omputational priniples. The information an beextrated from raw data reorded in nervous systems or in behaving animals.It an also be more elaborated and derive from a more oneptualized soure,like a funtional model. The omputational mehanisms an be derived froma solid mathematial framework (if available) and bene�t from its properties(stability, onvergene proof). Else, it an be ad ho mehanisms, suitable forexperimental investigations, the theoretial framework of whih remains to bebuilt. To implement suh a omplex task as endowing an autonomous robotwith visual searh behavior, the interplay between neurosiene and omputersiene involves several levels of desription.2



1.1 The mirosopi level
The mirosopi level requires to identify the adequate elementary unit ofomputation depending on the purpose of the model. For tasks in whih thegoal is to understand the inner neuronal funtioning, either at the level of asingle ell or at the level of ommuniation and synhronization between twoneurons, spiking neuron models are generally preferred. In tasks like visiomo-tor oordination involving global patterns of erebral ativity and behavioralassessment, we rely on the mean �ring rate of neurons or even on the behav-ior of elementary iruits of neurons that an be found in strutures like theerebral ortex [5℄. Choosing suh an intermediate level of desription is alsofundamental from a omputational point of view sine handling the temporalbehavior of a neuron at the level of the spike is a very onsuming task for sim-ulations and is not ompatible with the simultaneous evaluation of millionsof neurons. Fortunately, mean �ring rate models neuronal iruits, as pro-posed for example by the Continuum Neural Field Theory [1,30℄ have provedto be eÆient and faithful, ompared to ellular reording of population ofneurons (like Loal Field Potential). Suh automata aim at explaining thebehavior of the ortial iruitry and generally lay emphasis on the varietyof inputs and outputs whih are integrated in ortial iruits [4℄. Whereasthalami inputs are generally implemented with a lassial integrative modelemulating stimulus-spei� units [3℄, ortio-ortial relations are representedas performing a gating e�et, implemented with multipliative onnetions,and representing feedbak as a modulatory ativity onto the pereptive ow[25℄. Then, the implementation of a ortial area is only spei�ed by the na-ture of feed-forward and feedbak loops feeding a map of interonneted units.3



The behavior of the whole is only a onsequene of patterns of events whihare presented in the ows and of the interplay of the units. In the simulation,everything is a matter of loal numerial omputations.1.2 The mesosopi levelThe mesosopi level is that of erebral regions, homogeneous at a struturalas well as funtional level. In the ortex, ortial areas have been detetedfor a long time, by pure observation of the ytoarhiteture (as soon as thebeginning of the 20th entury by Brodmann). From that time, a huge quan-tity of work has been done to relate these areas to a funtional role and togather them in information ows. This has bene�ted from great progressesin visualization and brain ativity measurement tehniques (e.g. fMRI, an-tidromi methods). Sensory and motor poles, and the nature of proessingbetween them have been intensively disussed. Partiularly, in the visual ase,two main proessing ows have been identi�ed from the oipital visual region[36℄ : one toward the limbi temporal region (ventral pathway) dediated tovisual stimuli identi�ation and the other toward the proprioeptive and pari-etal regions (dorsal pathway), the role of whih is still intensively disussed[20℄, from pure spatial loalization to body involvement in visual objets seenas tools. Both temporal and parietal representations are the internal and ex-ternal sensory representations used by the frontal lobe, seen as the motor pole,responsible for the temporal organization of behavior [11℄.This simpli�ed piture has to be made more omplex in several ways. Firstly,instead of sequential proessing ows, parallel and redundant proessing isreported, in dozens of interonneted ortial areas [37,40℄ (e.g. olor, depth,4



texture in various areas of the temporal lobe; eye, head and body enteredinformation in the parietal lobe). Seondly, even if this presentation lays em-phasis on the feed-forward integration (how to transform visual informationinto representations of the identity and the loation of relevant objets), feed-bak information seems to play a role at least as important as feed-forwardinuene [4℄ (e.g. reeptive �elds of neurons in the parietal lobe hanging a-ording to body parts orientation [7℄; the features of a target to look modulatethe ativity of V4 neurons [8℄). Thirdly, our misleading funtional and sym-boli intuition and the weaknesses of brain imaging tehniques initates us toimagine a step by step proessing, where information follows yles of proess-ing and builds elaborated representations, whereas the funtioning is ertainlymuh more distributed, asynhronous and sparse [4℄.
To better understand and master this ounter-intuitive funtioning mode,omputational models and simulations are of very high interest. From a purestrutural desription (number and size of areas, onnetivity shemes be-tween them) and from neessary funtional reommendations (loal and asyn-hronous evaluation of units), the loal funtioning rules of units (as disussedin the previous setion) must be onfronted here to the ahievement of stablepatterns of ativity, as observed in the living ortex. This is onsequently away of re�nement for the funtioning rules of the loal automaton. The overallativity pattern whih is obtained an also be interpreted as a way to validatethe behavioral level, as disussed at the marosopi level.5



1.3 The marosopi level
The marosopi level is onerned with seleting the task or the behavior youare interested in, and de�ning the adequate set of areas (together with theironnetivity) whih is supposed to emulate that task or behavior. Modernimaging tehniques and their assoiated statistial proessing o�er a valuabletool to relate experimental tasks to brain ativations but are not ompletelysatisfatory for several reasons. Firstly, the brain imaging tehnology itselfgives some limitations relative to the kind of behaviors and subjets that anbe explored (whih are de fato stereotyped), to the parts of the brain easy toobserve and to their spatial and temporal resolution. More importantly, ob-serving a pattern of ativity in the brain does not give a omplete informationneither about the role of the reorded region in the behavior nor about thekind of information it stores and proesses. More generally, the observed pat-tern of ativity does not provide an interpretation of the underlying ognitiveproesses. Consequently, these data must be orrelated with more behavioral,or even psyhologial, data and also with brain theories that are themselveselaborated from the synthesis and interpretation of a large quantity of ex-perimental results. In this piture, omputational models and simulations areomplementary ways of investigation, espeially interesting to assess the valid-ity of an hypothesis or to tehnially explore an intuition. Using the asendantapproah through levels of desription, as summarized here, also ensures thatthe model does not obey a too sequential, entralized, human-like analysis:whatever the possible bias toward suh an interpretation, the main onstraintis that the simulation has to work in a ompletely distributed way while yield-ing an emergent behavior with aeptable spatial and temporal harateristis6



and with omparable underlying distributed patterns of ativity.
2 The omputational approahThe omputational approah requires in fat to ope with all these three levelsat one in order to have some working omputational model that an explainor predit some experimental results. However, this is a daunting task sinewe have to simultaneously integrate data from both anatomy, physiology andpsyhology. This learly requires to make some lear asumptions and hoiesat several di�erent levels. We an hoose for example among elementary mod-els of the neuron, arhitetures, granularity of models, adaptive algorithm, et.As an illustration, we would like to introdue very briey one widely studiedognitive phenomenom (visual attention) and explain what are the hoieswe did, what those hoies implied on the model and what were their onse-quenes regarding the onstraints brought by the framework of distributed,asynhronous, and numerial omputations we are using.2.1 Psyhologial and physiologial dataIn the early eighties, [32℄ proposed that the brain atually extrats, in parallel,some basi features from the visual information. Among these basi features,that have been reviewed by [39℄, one an �nd olor, shape, orientation or mo-tion. If we onsider a visual searh behavior, this task is then equivalent to the�nding of onjuntion of features that best desribes the target. In this sense,[32℄ distinguished two main paradigms (see also [9℄ who proposed a lassi�a-tion of visual searh eÆieny in terms of target-distrators similarities):7



� Feature searh refers to a searh where the target suÆiently di�ers fromthe distrators to litteraly pop out from the searh sene� Conjuntion searh refers to a searh where the time to �nd the targetis losely linked to the size of a subset of the searh sene, whih ontainsstimuli that are quite similar to the target.The �gure 1 illustrates these two searh modes using two tasks whose ommongoal is to loalize a given target. The seond task takes more time than the �rstone and the strategy generally used to perform the task is to suessively saneah irle until �nding the target. The reation time then losely depends onthe size of the subset of stimuli omposed by the irles.FIGURE 1While the pop-out e�et an be explained solely on stimulus-driven ativities,it must be emphasized that in general, the seletion of a subset of potentialtargets highly depends on the target to look for. This seletion proess is oneomponent of the more general onept of visual attention. While the brainis submerged by a high quantity of information, and beause its ressouresare somehow limited, it must perform a seletion of the relevant informationamong what it reeives.
In the visual ase, this seletion mehanism is referred to as visual attentionand an take di�erent forms. On the one hand, feature based attentionharaterises the modulation on the proessing of visual information by theknowledge of the features of an objet of interest [23℄. On the other hand, [26℄provided evidenes for the inuene of saadi eye movements on diretedattention, whih led to the premotor theory of attention. [21℄ have also shown8



that the preparation of an eye movement toward a spei� loation providesa bias to the ells whose reeptive �eld overs that loation. This spatial biasis also known as spatial attention. Several experiments have provided evi-denes that our brain an provide suh a spatial bias overtly in the absene ofthe overt deployment of eye movements [24℄, and that the underlying iruitsmediating the overt and overt deployment of attention might onsiderablyoverlap [2℄.
The �rst neural orrelate of visual attention at the single ell level has beendisovered by [22℄ in V4 where neurons were found to respond preferentially fora given feature in their reeptive �eld. When a preferred and a non-preferredstimulus for a neuron are presented at the same time in its reeptive �eld, theresponse beomes an average between the strong response to the preferred fea-ture and the weak response to the non-preferred one. But when one of the twostimuli is attended, the response of the neuron represents the attended stim-ulus alone (strong or poor), as if the non-attended were ignored. Attentionalmodulation of neuronal ativity was also observed in other ortial areas. In[33℄, the author reported feature-based attentional modulation of visual mo-tion proessing in area MT. An inreasing litterature is also reporting thatthe modulatory e�et of attention is not restrited to the extrastriate ortexbut also extends to the early visual areas [28℄.

FIGURE 2The observed modulatory e�et of attention on the proessing of single unitsraises the intriguing issue of determining its origin(s). As detailed in the in-9



trodution, the proessing of visual information is supposed to rely on twopathways. On the one hand, the ventral pathway, going from the oipitallobe through the temporal lobe is lassialy thought to mediate objet reog-nition [12℄. Several studies have shown the inuene of the intrinsi propertiesof an objet of interest on the proessing of single ells [6℄. This feature-basedmehanism ould originate from the ventral pathway via massive feedbakonnetions [27℄, and might be generated in the ventrolateral prefrontal or-tex to provide a bias orresponding to the features of an objet of interest. Onthe other hand, the dorsal pathway going from the oipital lobe through theparietal lobe is supposed to be involved in produing motor representations ofsensory information for the purpose of guiding movements [7,17℄. The tempo-ral properties of neurons in the parietal ortex annot be solely explained byproprioeptive feedbaks as a onsequene of a performed movement. Rather,anterior areas might provide more posterior areas with the parameters of animpeding movement, then leading to antiipatory ativations or remapping,as observed by [18,19℄. The later have shown that, in the ase of saadi eyemovements, neurons in lateral intraparietal area (LIP) exhibit saade-relatedativity ouring before, during and/or after a saade bringing a stimulusin the reeptive �eld of the reorded neurons. These reordings reveal that airuit, involving parietal areas, is able to predit the future position of ur-rently observed stimuli after an impeding eye movement. Moreover, in the aseof overt deployment of attention, a ruial issue is to be able to update theposition of previously attended stimuli after eah saade (see �gure 2).Saadi eye movements are too fast to suppose that a memory of the tar-gets an be ontinuously updated with the visual input. Hene, a spei�mehanism using the memorized loations of the targets and an impeding eye10



movement, prediting the future positions of these targets must exist. Thefrontal eye �eld (FEF) might be involved in suh a iruit. As shown by [29℄,FEF reeives projetions from the superior olliulus (SC), relayed by themediodorsal thalamus, whih ould onvey a orollary disharge of movementommands. Several studies have also shown memory related ativity in FEF[16℄ as well as preditive responses [35℄. This illustrates that the brain atuallyonsists in several ooperating areas.
2.2 Computational approahes to visual attentionIn the �eld of omputational neurosiene, several attempts at modeling visualattention have been proposed. The pioneering work of [15℄, relying on theFeature Integration Theory[32℄, distinguishes several hannels extrated fromthe visual input (olor, orientation, intensity), eah of them represented indi�erent sets of maps, used to build onspiuity maps to �nally lead to a singlespatial map representing the behavioral relevane of eah loation in the visual�eld, the so-alled salieny map. The seletion of a loation to attend to is thendetermined by a winner-take-all operation on the salieny map. A memoryof the attended loations �nally biases that winner-take-all omputation toavoid attending to previously attended loations. This phenomenon reetsone omponent of the inhibition-of-return introdued by Posner and detailedin the previous setion : a ued loation failitates the deployment of attentionat that loation when the time between the ue and the target is short, but,for longer delays, we observe the reverse e�et and, if the target is presentedat a ued loation, its proessing takes longer. The model proposed by Kohand Ullman was the �rst step to further developments [14℄ but, from the past11



few years, we are observing a slight shift from purely feedforward models tomodels using both feedforward and feedbak projetions [34℄, sine it is nowwidely aepted that feedbak inuenes play a ruial role in single unitproessing. Among these models, we will fous in the rest of this artile on thework of Hamker [13℄. This model learly distinguishes between the ventral anddorsal pathways with a feature-based and a spatial stream proessed along twoseparate pathways. It also emphasizes the role of feedbak projetions that aresupposed to be the ause of attentional e�ets. The ventral stream providesa feature-based bias orresponding to an objet of interest (an objet we arelooking for in a visual searh task for example) and the dorsal stream providesa spatial bias orresponding to a region of interest, that might be the targetfor an impeding eye movement. The main hypothese is that V4 ould be anintermediate layer, being the major soure of information arrying along theventral and dorsal pathways, and the major target of projetions from higherortial areas. The proposed model exhibits good performanes in visual searhtask but one of the limitations is that the model is restrited to the overtdeployment of attention, where no eye movement is initiated. We will see in thefollowing setions a possible extension of this approah to deal with saadieye movements.
2.3 A omputational modelThe models we propose are built in the framework of loal, distributed, numer-ial omputations by onsidering assemblies of units that we all maps, eahunit being onneted with other units in the same map by lateral onnetionsand with units from other maps by a�erent onnetions. A unit is a stand-alone12



omputational element, haraterised by a numeri ativity uM(x; t) that isloally updated by omputing the inuene of input units. The ativity of eahunit follows the ordinary di�erential equation 1 oming from the ContinuumNeural Field Theory [1℄ as explained in the introdution.uM(x; t+ 1)= uM(x; t) + �:ÆuM(x; t)ÆuM(x; t)= Xy2M wxy:uM(y; t) + I(uM 0(y; t); y 2 M 0;M 0 6= M) (1)where M and M 0 are maps of units and I(uM 0(y; t);M 0 6= M) is a funtionomputing the inuene of input units.FIGURE 3A key point is to determine how the ells ombine their inputs to performtheir loal omputations. V4 neurons are a striking example of attentionalmodulation at the single ell (or small population) level, as explained in theprevious setion. Let us onsider a population of orientation seletive ells,reeiving a�erent onnetions from lower level areas, these onnetions beingdiretly modulated by feedbak onnetions oming from higher level areas.These feedbak projetions arry information about the features of an objet ofinterest (feature based attention) and a loation that might be the target of animpeding ation (spatial attention) that have been shown to have an inueneon the response of V4 neurons. In [31,25℄, the authors show that, amongdi�erent possibilities of integration of the feedbak modulation, the ontrastgain model seems to be the most suitable (�gure 3a). In this model, if we reordthe ativity of one unit while presenting two stimuli in the reeptive �eld ofthe population (a preferred and a non-preferred stimulus for the onsideredunit), we observe two properties (�gure 3b) :13



� attending the preferred stimulus drives the ativity of the ell toward itsresponse when only the preferred stimulus is presented� attending the non-preferred stimulus drives the ativity of the ell towardits response when only the non-preferred stimulus is presentedThese modulatory e�ets reet the biased ompetition mehanism introduedby [8℄ and illustrate how we an deal with biologial data at the single-elllevel.Let us now onsider modeling at a higher level, gathering elementary om-putational units to form maps. These maps ombine ows of information andooperate in a distributed way to allow the emergene of a global behavior. Asan illustrating example, let us onsider the mehanisms with whih the brainmight memorize the attended loations and update these positions after eaheye movement, in the ase of an overt deployment of attention (�gure 2). In[38℄, we have proposed to onnet homogeneous assemblies of units to builda dynami working memory iruit. We have extended this model in [10℄ totake into aount the eye movements while performing a visual searh task, byadding a mehanism that predits the onsequenes of these saades on thevisual pereption. We have shown that disrupting this mehanism drastiallyimpairs the performanes of the system. At the single ell level, these modelsare homogeneous and are built with the same basi units. The spei�ity ofeah map only omes from the pattern of onnetions that onnet it to theother maps. The struture of these projetions de�nes the arhiteture at amesosopi level.We an also onsider a model as a whole, and use it to perform visual searhtasks, measuring psyhologial variables as, for example, the reation time.14



Let us onsider the model depited on �gure 4. This �gure illustrates how themodels proposed in [13℄ and [10℄ ould be ombined, leading to one amongother possibilities of omputational models that gather the psyhologial andphysiologial data detailed in the previous setions. The purpose of this artileis not to explain deeply the patterns of onnetions between the maps. Rather,we would like to emphasize how the ows of information are ombined to allowthe emergene of a behavior in a distributed arhiteture. The interested readeran �nd a omplete desription of the models in [13℄ and [10℄.FIGURE 4The visual input is proessed in parallel in di�erent maps, extrating basifeatures. This distributed representation of the visual input, labeled FeatureMaps, then feeds two pathways, a spatial non-feature spei� one and a fea-ture roughly non-spatial one. The main purpose of the �rst is to spatiallyselet a loation of interest (within the Salieny and Fous maps), to mem-orize that that given loation has been attended to (the memory onsists ina reurently onneted iruit labeled working memory), and to antiipatethe onsequenes of an eye movement on this memory, if the movement istriggered (with the Antiipation map). A key point of the model is the useof feedbak projetions of the seleted loation to the Feature maps, biais-ing this distributed representation toward the features of the stimulus at theattended loation. The feature spei� pathway then ombines this represen-tation with a target template. This template might be a omplex ombinationof basi features and is also projeted via feedbak onnetions to the Fea-ture maps. The resulting ativities in the Feature proessing maps is thenpropagated to the deision area so as to provide it with the neessary luesto deide whih behavior to adopt. In our ase, we distinguish two deisions15



: one is to swith overtly the lous of attention (overt attention) and theother is to perform an eye movement toward that loation (overt attention). Astriking onsequene of the distributed nature of the omputations is that thememory is fed with an attended loation at the same time that the deisionto swith overtly of overtly the attention is taken.
If we now use this model to perform a visual searh task and see it as a blakbox, we an restrit the measurements to the available ones from the point ofview of an external observer, as it would be done by psyhologists performingthis kind of task with monkeys. We an for example measure the time it takesfor the model to perform the task. In a task involving eye movements, we analso reord the number of saades performed by the \subjet", the target ofthe movements, the sanpath, et.. The �gure 5 represents the reation time,funtion of the set size, in the two paradigms of feature searh and onjuntionsearh. In the �rst ase, the task is to detet a blue bar, among green bars. Inthe seond ase, the task is to detet a blue bar at 45 degrees among distratorsthat share at least one feature with the target, namely green bars at 45 degreesor blue bars at 135 degrees. We an then observe a lassial set size e�et : in afeature searh, the time to perform the task does not depend on the number ofdistrators whereas the time to perform a onjuntion searh linearly dependson the set size.

FIGURE 516



3 Disussion
The interplay between neurosiene and omputer siene learly needs to bereinfored if we want to go any further in our understanding of ognition. Thisis one of the goals of the �eld of omputational neurosienes that aims ulti-mately at gathering knowledge and expertise from several domains to proposenew theories for brain and ognition. This artile highlights a possible wayof bridging the gap between omputer siene and neurosiene by explain-ing what are the interests and the onstraints of modeling and how to opewith the huge amount of available data from psyhologial experiment, fMRI,single ell reording, et. We have to make hypothesis and hoies withoutneessarily having the legitimay to do so. However, we think that havingsuh a strongly onstrained and learly de�ned modeling framework helps usto make the right asumptions. In this sense, we learly try to restrit ourselvesto the design of the most simple model that an explain data without strongonsiderations for an exat model. For example, we know that ommuniationbetween neurons is done using spike trains while we are using mean-�ring ratemodels of neuron. At the single ell level, this would be a hardly-defendableposition sine we annot take into aount a wide range of phenomena thatare known to happen at this sale. However, at the funtional level, where vir-tually thousands of suh units are interating together, this assumption makessense and helps us to have a better understanding of the whole. Of ourse,a question remains on how properties of a funtional model would ope witha more detailed model of neurons. Would it hange fundamentally or wouldit be rather a re�nement of the existing properties: the strength of omputa-tional models is to have the opportunity to re�ne this level of desription, to17



ompare it with more preise observations, without drawing again the wholesystem.At the mesosopi level, modeling meets neurosiene on the analysis of impli-ated populations and of their underlying behavior. Similarly to the re�nementproess in neurosiene that orresponds to iteratively better understand thefuntional role of a ortial map in a task, omputational models an alsoenrih their desription of maps of omputing units, seen as the rossroadsof feed-forward, feed-bak and lateral information ows. At this level, addinglearning rules, designed as the way to desribe the mutual inuene of theseows, is ertainly the most important task to onsider in the near future.The behavior of omputational models at the marosopi level is intended tohave a deep impat in the behavioral neurosiene and to o�er them a newbehaving entity on whih to apply their measurement and analysis. This anbe partiularly interesting if the simulations are embedded in suh autonomousagents as robots, giving a diret aess to an embodied ognition.
Referenes[1℄ S. Amari, Dynamial study of formation of ortial maps, Biologial Cybernetis27 (1977) 77{87.[2℄ E. Awh, K. Armstrong, T. Moore, Visual and oulomotor seletion: links, ausesand impliations for spatial attention, Trends in Cognitive Sienes 10 (3) (2006)124{130.[3℄ D. Ballard, M. Hayhoe, P. Pook, R. Rao, Deiti odes for the embodiment ofognition, Behavioral and Brain Sienes 20 (1997) 723{767.18
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Fig. 1. Feature searh an be performed very quikly as illustrated on the left part ofthe �gure; the dis shape literally pops out from the sene. However, as illustratedon the right part of the �gure, if the stimuli share at least two features, the popout e�et is suppressed. Hene, �nding the dis shape with the stripes going fromup-left to down-right requires an ative san of the visual sene.
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a) b)Fig. 3. a) A population of orientation seletive ells sharing the same reeptive �eld.The a�erent onnetions are modulated by feature-based and spatial attention asproposed in the ontrast gain model b) When a prefered and non-prefered stimuliare both presented in the reeptive �eld, the response of the neuron is an averagebetween the responses to the stimuli presented separately. When feature-based at-tention is direted either toward one or the other stimulus, the ells respond as ifonly the attended stimulus was present. This e�et is even stronger when spatialattention is direted toward the reeptive �eld.
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Fig. 4. An example of model relying on loal, distributed, asynhronous and nu-merial omputations, used to perform a visual searh task. Further details an befound in the text below.
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Fig. 5. The reation time, de�ned as the number of omputational steps requieredto perform the task, inreases linearly with the set size in the onjuntion searhparadigm while keeping onstant in the feature searh paradigm.
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